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Asia is traditionally “where it’s at” in international higher education because the majority of the world’s internationally mobile students and professors have come from Asian countries, including South Asia, and have gone to North America, western Europe, and recently Australia and New Zealand. Many of these students and professors did not return to their home countries, creating what used to be called “brain drain.” Now, as this book shows, the traditional one-way traffic from Asia to the West has become much more complex. East Asia, particularly, has become actively engaged in international higher education initiatives of its own as higher education systems expand and become better developed.

Crossing Borders contributes to the emerging study of how East Asian countries have developed their own international higher education programs and how the region is being affected by this new phenomenon. The programs discussed in this book, and the broader trends identified, present the most important developments in international higher education in decades. These trends will have a significant impact on global flows of students and professors, on relations among East Asian nations, and on how academic systems develop in the region.

The countries involved, especially the larger ones, will become less dependent on the West for ideas, destinations, and programs. As this book argues, there will be more intra-Asian higher education relations, and, perhaps, a bit less with traditional partners in the West. The “traditional” sending countries—China, South Korea, and Japan—now attract students, mainly from other Asian countries, to study in their countries. Indeed, China has about as many students coming to study there as the number of its own Chinese students leaving the country each year to study abroad. Further, while the United States and other major Western destinations remain the most popular, many Chinese students are now choosing to study in Japan and South Korea.

A few East Asian countries are creating sophisticated international higher education policies of their own. Again, China, as the largest country, has established active programs that succeed in attracting students from abroad. It has invested large sums in facilities for international students, and has also made government scholarship funds...
available to some international students. Moreover, hundreds of centers that focus on Chinese language and culture called Confucius Institutes are being established around the world, often on university campuses. These institutes are able to provide information about study abroad opportunities in China. Japan was first to initiate an international higher education strategy, with a government-based goal of “100,000 international students by 2000.” While this was attained later than expected, the number of international students in Japan has now exceeded the original goal. Foreign students in Japan overwhelming originate from other Asian countries—with the largest number coming from China and South Korea. Malaysia also operates an extensive international higher education sector as part of its national strategy aimed at attracting students, mainly from the Muslim world.

Much of East Asia’s involvement in international higher education is mainly through students going abroad to study, branch campuses, or other collaborative programs with universities from Australia, the UK, and to a lesser extent the United States. A few other European countries are modestly involved as well. Similar initiatives exist in Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, and Thailand. Although students from these countries study in other Asian nations, the majority of them still go to the West for study, and with very few exceptions, international degree programs in these countries are offered by Western universities.

Crossing Borders makes an important contribution by providing a rich analysis of the various permutations of Asia’s cross-border higher education thinking and activities. The 21st-century realities are complex and varied. Hong Kong and Singapore are among the world’s most internationalized higher education environments and are thus worthy of special analysis. Both countries early on recognized that to survive as higher education hubs—and for that matter as successful and sophisticated economies—they would need to be linked to the rest of the world. Their universities are expected to cement their global economic integration in areas such as business and commerce. Choosing to use English as the medium of instruction certainly helped, but a clear policy of recruiting the best professors from around the world was instrumental in Singapore and Hong Kong. Both South Korea and Japan have also recognized that their economies depend on integration with the region as well as on continuing international initiatives. However, this is easier said than done in countries such as Japan and Korea where once can sense an overwhelming salience of their own cultures.
The role of English in Asia’s international higher education initiatives is complex. Many East Asian countries now offer degree programs in English to attract international students as well as to improve the English competency of domestic students. For example, master of business administration degrees are offered in English by local institutions of higher learning in most East Asian countries—additional English-language degrees are offered by foreign institutions operating in East Asia as well. Professors in many disciplines are asked to teach in English, and the greatest demand on their professional advancement involves publishing in internationally recognized scholarly and scientific journals—most of which are in English. This is part of the region’s internationalization strategy. However, internationalization strategies will inevitably create unanticipated consequences too. At the very least, there will be problems pertaining to the academic use of Asian languages and for the continued development of scholarship, especially in the social sciences and humanities, in those languages. It may also be problematic for many students, and some professors, whose knowledge of English may not be up to appropriate standards.

East Asia is engaged in a significant number of internationalization strategies. While much less discussed than the Bologna initiatives of the European Union—and much more scattered due to the lack of an Asian regional strategy for internationalization—Asia’s regional cross-border programs are slowly expanding. Discussions under the auspices of ASEAN have been taking place, but no significant regional initiative comparable with that of Bologna is under way. Thus far, selected East Asian nations are pushing forward with their own initiatives, many of which share common elements. But without a shared cross-regional common approach, East Asian internationalization will not have the impact that the Bologna process seems to be attaining. *Crossing Borders* brings out the complexity of the issues within the scope of the current activity taking place in East Asian higher education. No matter what, the time has come to look to a broader and more integrates regional perspective.
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